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Volume XIII July 1955 Number 3
FRANK H. MICHAUD—BAMFORD AWARD WINNER

DORETTA KLABER, Quakertown, Pa.

Again, judging for the Bamford Trophy was much simpler and easier than I anticipated. Not only did Mr. Michaud of the Alpenglow Gardens, New Westminster, Canada, receive a substantial majority of the votes, but the reasons given for nominating him were most convincing. I quote excerpts from a few of the letters which came from the United States as well as Canada: "He had the courage to import plants from England before they were popular in America." "I am familiar with his contribution to and his development of the Auricula. Pages of letter would not do justice to his work." "He is a keen grower and you could not possibly find anyone more deserving of the award." "He has greatly assisted in the encouraging of growers in the U.S.A., particularly in Washington and Oregon, not only with advice but also plants grown and hybridized." "Mr. Michaud has done so much in the stimulating of interest in growing the Show and Alpine Auricula by bringing to America a very choice collection of Auriculas from England, named varieties with qualities, to show the American enthusiast what one must strive for in preserving seedlings to grow on. He has grown these beautiful imported clones to perfection, and so has made them available to the enthusiasts of this country." The donor of the trophy, Mr. Dan Bamford, well known as one of the last of the old Lancashire Florists, writes:

"Don't be pleased to hear that dear Frank has won the Trophy. When he holds out his hand to receive it he must imagine that at long last, he is shaking hands with his old friend Sue, because Sue also handled it."

It gives me great pleasure to announce the winner of the Bamford Trophy for 1955 to be Mr. Frank H. Michaud of New Westminster, Canada.

I am also happy to announce the runner-up for this year, Mrs. B. E. Torpey of Beaverton, Oregon, who was nominated for her contribution in the growing and hybridizing of the Auricula and for education and help to amateur growers. She was honored last year in England by being asked to judge at a London Show. (Illustrations on pages 93 and 95.)
Cooperative Supplement to the Pictorial Dictionary of the Cultivated Species of the Genus Primula

P. acaulis = vulgaris

P. Allionii, one of the more miniature Auricula species, is grown out of doors by those who have overhanging rocks and infinite patience. (Pictured page 5 of the January '54 Quarterly). "In pots, I have always found it quite amenable and good tempered. It is very small-growing, making wee little cushions of its downy rosettes, flat upon which lie, in their season, the abundant big rosy flowers, large as a shellfish, with a white eye. It is a wonderfully beautiful little plant, and worthy any amount of trouble, but luckily, it has a twin brother, so like as to be almost indistinguishable, called tyrolensis, which is as cheerful to deal with as Allionii is capricious. (Reginald Farrer: My Rock Garden)

P. americana Rydberg = incana

P. amoena, of the Vernalae Section, is pictured on page 5 of the January '54 Quarterly. "The leaves are dark green and leathery, very distinctly veined, or reticulated, and the handsome purple blue flowers are borne in a rather one-sided umbel on a stout scape, rising some six to twelve inches above the leaves. .... Many flowers have masqueraded under the name amoena — usually an unusual Polyanthus. Propagation is slow, depending entirely upon division and, unless richly fed, the crowns are slow to multiply, and if given too strong a diet, the whole plant is liable to collapse during the winter months. (W. E. Ingwersen, Birch Farm Nursery, Gravetye, E. Grinstead, Sussex, England.) Mr. Ingwersen found the "Purple Oxlip of the Caucasus" while camping near the permanent snow line of Mt. Elbrus. Although it was introduced to English gardens in 1831 it has become very rare as it is difficult to raise from seed. Seed distributed as amoena by one of the British exchanges was a total disappointment. Mrs. A. C. U. Berry's plants are slow to divide and seldom set seed but seem perfectly hardy.

P. anatolica is an evergreen Candelaebra which was named appropriately because it has an aromatic odour, aniseed. The purple-black funnel-shaped flowers appear in whorls on the stems in June and July. (Maude Hannon, Portland, Oregon)

P. aurantiaca: Because this species is deciduous and completely disappears during the period of dormancy it is best to mark the area in which it is planted. This rather dwarf plant can be used to advantage to border beds of the taller Candelabra as it flowers from May to June. (Maude Hannon, Portland, Oregon)

P. aurea: "The good form of aurea is orange and incredibly lovely. There is a cream form of it which is charming but the real plant is a gem." (Dan Bamford, Middleton, England) Mrs. A. C. U. Berry has grown the cream form of aurea in this country and has tried for many years to get seed or plants of the orange or type plant. If seed sets in 1956 her long quest will have ended as a generous English grower has promised to give the crop to her. If this hope materializes it will not be long before seeds of the most beautiful member of the Petiolaris Section (bistortata is a close rival with its light sky blue to grey saw-toothed petals) will be available. "Primula aurea, which has only a small descriptive paragraph in the Dictionary, is worthy, I think, of a good deal more attention. It is a magnificent foliage plant bearing its white meal throughout the year, unlike Edgeworthii, which loses its finery in the growing season. P. aurea's flowers, too, are really large being yellow and orange but, as the petals roll back the impression is more of an orange flower than a yellow one. I flowered a batch of seventeen in my garden last year and David Wilkie took a nice photograph of them. The scape, in this country at least, never reaches anything like two inches long. I have probably grown more of this species than anybody else and from my observations I would say that the scape never exceeds one-third of an inch. P. aurea has quite a romantic history, as you may already know from my writings for the Scottish Rock Garden Club. I understand I am the only person in the British Isles to have raised this species from home saved seed, thus proving it was a species. Almost the same as the seedlings flowered proving this, it was found in the wild as a plant for the first time. The original plant was raised in this country from a stray seed in a packet of Swertia." (David Livingstone, Edinburgh, Scotland)

P. auricula: Leo Jelitto, in his Garden Primulas, writing of certain of the Schulusselbluem (or flowers resembling a bunch of keys), points out the sometimes forgotten point, "Primula auricula, and the hybrids are rock Primulas and as such demand to be associated with rocks. In nature they like a soil somewhat rich in lime, and suffer less in direct sunlight than all other Primulas, which is a characteristic due to their completely dissimilar leaf structure." (Editor's note: Some of the growers of the species and hybrids of the Auricula Section do not believe in any application of horticultural lime. The plants grow very well without it in the Northwest U.S. The theory is that a slight sluff very slowly indeed, has a different effect on the plant than that which we are able to apply artificially. However, the most beautiful marginata and auricula hybrids can be grown with a rock (Mrs. Berry prefers the very small round stones) mulch which will help to keep the slugs away and provide a slightly heavy carpet to minimize heaving.

P. Baileyana was introduced by Ludlow and Sherriff in 1947. It has steadily grown in popularity with gardeners and seeds have become available. Although coming from the Rocundifolia Section, which is rather notorious for difficult members, this species seems to be an exception and one to be attempted by Primula growers whenever seeds can be procured.

P. Beestiana, illustrated on page 7 of the January '54 Quarterly, is a deciduous Candelaebra whose leaves are distinguished by a dull red midrib and are slightly hairy underneath. It is mildly fragrant and flowers in May and June, rarely into July. (Maude Hannon, Portland, Oregon)

P. bistortata is grown and flowered by Peter Klein of Tacoma and kept in pots which are shifted, according to his judgment as to weather conditions and the life cycle of the plant, from frame to glass house and even to exposed positions out of doors. It is grown at Wisley "beneath the protective covering of clothes which guard their crowns from excessive damp during the winter. Some are planted horizontally in the crevices and joints of the wall faces. These plants should be looked over periodically and firmed up as they have a habit of pushing themselves out of the soft peak." The flowers of this little Petiolaris are hauntingly beautiful. Although bistortata was well pictured in the January '54 Quarterly on page 8, a black and white reproduction cannot do it justice.

P. Baileyana is a deciduous perennial of the Candelabra Section.

P. burmanica, which is pictured on page 9 of the January '54 Quarterly is a deciduous perennial which will cross with many of the members of the Candelabra Section. "If true burmanica seed is required it is best to hand hybridize the mature bud before the insects have time to travel back and forth from cousin to cousin. Although this species is primarily a bog plant it will grow in full sun if given water during the growing season and never allowed to completely dry out. It flowers from May to June." (Maude Hannon, Portland, Oregon)

P. chumbiensis is "grown in quantity here and it seems to me that its greatest asset has been completely missed in your description. This is the astonishing leaf of very dark green suffused with beetroot red. The leaves are the perfect foil for the very large flowers of a lovely rich creamy sulphur which is generally suffused slightly with beetroot colour. P. chumbiensis is a wonderful plant which is destined to become popular. I was offering seed in my 1952 seed list and a good deal of this must have found its way into western American gardens. So you will soon see for yourselves that it is anything but a "depauperate expression" of P. sikemensis..."
P. deorum, in the accompanying picture does not show the typical one-sided half-hyacinth-like umbel which is shown in the illustration by Wm. Schacht, taken in the Rila Mountains in Bulgaria, contained in the rare Volume IV of the Bulletin of the Alpine Garden Society, W. E. Thomas Ingwersen of Sussex writes, "You have to go up 7,000 or more often 8,000 feet, before you see this plant in masses, garlanding every trickle of water seeping from higher ground, and at the edge of the smaller rills leading the melting snow-water toward the bigger brooks and streams. A few creeping Pinus Mugo var. Mubhus sprawl about here, and Carex and Fescue grasses form a tufted verdure, whilst on the drier hummocks Dianthus masselae forms glowing patches of deep red, intermingled with Soldanella montana. Dwarf yellow Potentillas, as well as a pretty clustered Campanula orbicula, and little Jasiones lead up to great splashes of the charming Gentiana pyrenaica var. Wagneri, which shines in satin-soft purple effulgence in the moister spots, and leads worthily up to the flaring reddish purples of P. deorum, swinging its ample umbels on six to nine inch stems from every single crown or many crowned clump, dabling and paddling in the rich black humus mud and grit at water's edge, and in shallow pools. Of course, a plant with such a habitat will not like the moraine, scree, or cool pockets to which we relegate it in our gardens. The streamside, where P. rosea waxes fat and seeds itself about is a likelier spot if only it will take kindly to our changeable wet winters."

P. denticulata may be increased by root cuttings. Sir George Watt, originator of the Section Denticulata, wrote that in Bashah the flowers of denticulata are regularly eaten in salad, and the powder of the roots is held to be of value in killing leeches. P. denticulata seeds itself at Edinburgh, is grown superbly in Western Canada, many Washington enthusiasts have collections of its many color forms, and it has met with success in Pennsylvania and New York. It is very important to save seeds of the best color forms so that the muddy colored ones may be discarded. The only way to do this is to hand-pollinate immediately upon opening of the buds or to isolate the two parent plants from any of their kind. When the resultant plants bloom it is well to continue the process ever seeking purer colors and better forms. The flowers and even the stalk length vary considerably in size, in nature and in cultivation, according to its location and the components in the soil. The finest blue forms have been raised in conditions favored by rhododendron.

P. decorum in the accompanying picture does not show the typical one-sided
rosette are developed which protects the flower buds which are grouped on short pedicels. The line for cultivation of this plant is indicated by two features:—the long, water-seeking roots, as the plant grows by streams which run dry during the Himalayan winter; and the two types of foliage. These two types have a luxuriant growth of leaves during the summer which store up the reserves which build the rosette and flower buds in the autumn. The plant is capable of division to an extraordinary extent, and fifty per cent of leaves put in as cuttings have produced in the last fortnight small rosettes. (Roland E. Cooper, Essex, England.)

P. Ellisiae: "Dr. Carleton R. Worth, of Groton, N.Y., (now Editor of the A.R.G.S. Bulletin) has collected P. Ellisiae a number of times from isolated, windswept peaks in the New Mexico desert at elevations of nearly 12,000 feet. He states that it comes promptly and profusely from seed and is a fairly permanent resident with a moderate amount of skillful handling." (American Rock Garden Society Bulletin, March-April, 1948) P. Ellisiae, as grown in the Quarterly coldhouse, flowered as only a shadow of the plant grown in Scotland and photographed so beautifully by David Wilkie, on page 55 of the Dictionary, P. Ellisiae undoubtedly needs more sun than was available during the "green tomato" year experienced in the N.W. in 1954.

P. eximia = Tichbuschtsorum var. artica

P. farinosa: Doretta Klaber, of Cloud Hill Nursery, Quakertown, Pennsylvania, has submitted these interesting points concerning farinosa: "Last year's seedlings all bloomed this Spring, some only half an inch high, some giants of three inches. I haven't allowed them to go to seed and the rosettes look sturdy and much larger now—meaning two to three inches in all directions. They are in a bed which gets the seepage from a small pool, in almost full sunshine."

P. farinosa subsp. incana (Jones) Smith & Forrest = incana

P. farinosa subsp. intercedens (Fernald) Smith & Forrest = intercedens

P. farinosa subsp. intermedia (Sims) Smith & Forrest = intermedia

P. farinosa subsp. magellanica (Hooker f.) Smith & Forrest = magellanica

P. farinosa subsp. mistassinica (Michaux) Pax = mistassinica

P. gemmifera var. zambalesensis, synonym chrysopa, is of the farinosa tribe, but has no meal on the back of its toothed, glossy, narrow leaves, though the stems of its much taller flowers are silvery. It grew from eight to twelve inches tall (leaves about three inches high), was fragrant, bloomed for a long time with color varying from lavender to shades of pink. The seedlings, which looked very healthy last Fall, suddenly disappeared, not even leaving a bud showing as does farinosa. I thought I had lost them, but more came up this Spring than I had put in last Fall! They seem to spread from side growths and also from underground runners, and look as though they would be truly perennial." (Doretta Klaber, Quakertown, Pennsylvania)

P. geraniifolia is illustrated on p. 98. (Courtesy Geoffrey Bleas, publishers of "Primulas in the Garden" by Kenneth Charles Corsari)

Primula Gambeliana

P. gracilipes of the Petiolaris Section "has been flowering since last November and survived a period of snow and frost when the temperature fell at the nearby aerodrome to four degrees below zero, that is thirty-six degrees of frost—an unusual occurrence for these parts." (David Livingstone, Edinburgh, Scotland)

P. grandiflora Lamarck = vulgaris

P. hakusanensis Franchet = cuneifolia subsp. hakusanensis

P. helodoxa 'is very hardy in the Northwest in spite of being an evergreen Candelabra. At Hannon Acres the seeds are sown thinly as soon as ripe and are not transplanted until three leaves appear. We note that when we are collecting the seeds the thick sulphur yellow farina from the scape, bracts and pedicels on hands and clothing." (Maude Hannon, Portland, Oregon)

P. heterochroma Stapf = vulgaris subsp. heterochroma

P. hirsuta Allioni = rubra

P. hirsuta var. ciliata (Schrank) Pax = rubra

P. inanitha "stands near to the Candelabras Beatrix and pulvirenda botanically, but differs from both by being covered with a sulphur yellow farina...It generally bears three whorls of up to twelve flowers, which are of a nice shade of violet-purple. (Maude Hannon, Portland, Oregon)

P. inyatifii "is temperamental with us and won't seed. We got it originally from Glassesin (Dublin B. G.) in 1934 but have had it replaced since from Bodnant and it is still alive. I do not know of any seed source. (D.G.R. Banklyn, Perthshire)

(to be continued)

Errata

Readers have been kind enough to send in the following corrections to the Pictorial Dictionary which was printed in the 1954 Quarterlies. The Quarterly Staff would be very grateful if other members would send in any errors or omissions they notice before the deadline for material (September 1) for the October Quarterly. Corrections can be made in member's dictionaries for the errors which follow:

p. 2, line 18 — should read: We are very fortunate to get the work of the fine Scottish photographer, David Wilkie.

p. 4, line 8—should read Aletes (29) S.E. Tibet on grassy ledges at 15-16,000'.

p. 16: The description of the cultivated species cortusoides was omitted. Please see page 85.

p. 53, line 14—should read: "We can find this plant (elatior) in marshy soil along Creeks...." This quotation was taken from The Garden Primulas, by Leo Jelitto, and refers to his personal experience of seeing wild elatior as it grows in Germany. He did not attempt to classify this elatior as to subspecies or variety.

p. 87, 4th paragraph: Smith and Fletcher treat glacialis as a synonym for the Nivales species brevicala. So this description should have been listed alphabetically under brevicala.

p. 87, lines 32 and 33—should read: "glaucescens (2) Judicarian and Lombardy Alps. 1,500-8,000'. Subspecies calycina from the Bergamo region in Lombardy.

p. 97, line 11: Jonarduni = dravidifolia form Jonarduni and the description should have been alphabetized under the heading dravidifolia f. Jonarduni.

p. 142, line 9 — should read: "in the open, or in frames, from the middle to the end of March with glass."

(to be continued)

Show News will be reported in January, since the interest in this subject is keener at that time. This was evidenced by the popularity of last January's Quarterly. Some show news has come in, but please send in clear black and white pictures of plants and displays.
The Supplement to the Pictorial Dictionary of the Cultivated Species of the Genus Primula was projected as a co-operative supplement to the original. In this latter effort it was believed that errors might be corrected, omissions added, and new material included. In spite of the fact that it has been well received as evidenced by sales and by complimentary correspondence, relatively scant corrective criticism has been made of the Dictionary by those who have read it or by those who have had reason to make use of it as a reference work.

(Up until a very few years ago there were not many persons qualified to edit books on the Primula and consequently many mistakes are found in the published works. Editors of magazines are not able to specialize to the extent that they can spot botanical errors and their research material has not been adequate. It would follow that the societies specializing in one genus should supply adequate reference material. The weakest part of almost any treatise on the Primula is that it is generally written for the people of one area. We need much more material, especially from areas East of the Rockies, for the rest of the Supplement which will follow in September. If the general membership will cooperate and will read the Dictionary, and make notes on their experiences, especially with reference to various climatic conditions, it will be of inestimable help to those who may be considering writing a book on the genus and it will help to make that work of the utmost importance to those of us who are privileged to read and study it. Members are invited to send material as a part of a letter or in note form. It is not necessary to write a formal paper.** The material we gather together is freely offered to anyone who might wish to use it as it is one of the prime endeavors of our Society to educate the public to the potentialities of the Genus Primula.)

Few members of the Genus Primula new to gardeners can be reported since our Pictorial Dictionary was finished. Unfortunately it may be several years before wholly new species will make their appearance. The hunters of plants are not welcome guests in many lands such as West China and Tibet which might be productive of occasional new species or new forms, and the heavy stream of Asian material has ceased to flow.

Perhaps it is best that the supply of material has been curtailed! There is enough work laid out for those interested in new and unusual plants. The full potentiality of available material is not realized and many fine plants are disappearing from gardens through lack of interest.

Since the period when the Asian fields were new, fresh, and most attractive, and gardens and particularly greenhouses were supplied with material from the lands of the French missionary priests, Jean-Pierre David and Jean-Marie Delavay, hundreds of species have been introduced.

Possibly the greatest profit in pleasure from the material we have on hand is yet to come. To those gardeners who prefer species to those plants which hybridists have "tamed," the future may be somewhat uplifting. However, every indication exists that the creating of striking and beautiful garden subjects has just begun. The pleasing members of the Juliana tribe may be pointed to as excellent examples of what can be created for the garden.

There is another avenue of development, less traveled than that of hybridization, and that is the highway which leads to adaptation of plants to changed conditions.

Roland E. Cooper, writing in the Journal of the Scottish Rock Garden Club.

*Chester K. Strong, our hard-working, dependable and much-loved Regional Editor has resigned because he is suffering from eye-strain and because he would like to have more time to work in his own garden.

Please send notes and manuscripts to the A.P.S. Quarterly, 6016 Jennings Avenue, Portland 22, Oregon.

No. 15, September 1954, offers a key to the possibility of changes in plants most sensitive to environment. Those plants which grow amid the most congenial and least changing conditions could be considered to have their primary form the least changed. The elevation of about nine to ten thousand feet is that at which the rain clouds come in to impinge on the mountains. The forests of this zone are so continuously moist and undisturbed that they could be called primeval. ... There is no sound either as from condensing on the branches falls or the floor of the forest is carpeted with a deep layer of moss which envelops fallen branches and creeps up the bases of the tree trunks and adds to the general faerie-like scene.

There has been little change for thousands of years. A tree may fall but its branches leave little gap in the canopy and are soon replaced. Under these conditions then, have the earliest forms of petiolariad primulas grown. They had little need of seed, and could develop if their soft greenish leaves were made more colorful and grow again. Even when primeval shade gave way to primeval subdued lighting and flowers came to be, there was no need for growth to be arrested. The flowers formed seed which matured—'ripened'—hardly the word—the fruit tissue covering them just slimed away and they fell among the moss that carpets everything and grew into plants without any check to life's continuity: well nigh viviparously.

...Conditions did change and certain of the woodland forms found themselves dangerously near to the upper limit of their forest home (2,500-10,000 feet). Indeed it would seem that the more venturesome of them explored the upper tree-less regions and finding that they did not die of exposure, but could adapt themselves to its rigours, made a colony or two. After all, the air was still always damp from the swirling mists and it was equable although cooler.

The observant gardener discovers that species under his care have powers of adaptation also, just as the Petiolariads which dramatically, over a long period of years, climbed from the floor of a rain forest to strike rears in more solid soil. He is happy to discover that a species such as P. sieboldii is not a plant demanding exactness in planting. Through error or carelessness this plant was left to the mercies of the rays of a blistering Colorado sun through a long summer with little or no humidity, to bear temperatures of well above 100 degrees. Through the following winter this Sieboldia did not die, but stood without protection in the way of mulch and came through with a great increase of crowns, with leaves of a better color, and flowers of brighter, gayer hues. The gardener thus makes a new discovery, born of his patience and skill, of a plant of merit, one with powers of adaptation; a useful garden plant. In spite of this experience it is recognized as a necessity during the period of acclimatization to provide these plants with ample water from a hose line.

The extent of the adaptability of most of the Asiatic species is yet to be discovered and for this reason members of the genus remain not wholly exploited, and their virtues are undoubtedly greater than is now realized. It may be remembered that during the latter years of the 19th century, when the members of the genus were first coming into popularity, they were almost without exception treated as greenhouse plants. A score of years passed before some unknown grower became venturesome and moved specimens to the out-of-doors as hardy plants. Some thought should be given now to whether or not the sturdier forms are not too much coldled.

With the ceasing of the steady flow of new Asiatic plants, which began about 1860, gardeners will have an opportunity to make broader use of the numberless species now available. Improvements should be expected in existing types, for rigid selection, or even by hybridization, strains and types even more beautiful than those of today will be developed. New adapted to general garden use over a greater environment should develop. The first step in improvement of any species is to select exemplary seed or fine form of a species from a competent seedsmen or nurseryman. A few plants out of many seedlings should appear with improved habit and color. This is not discouraging to the gardener, for he is privileged to have the
opportunity to do his creative bit toward the improvement of the species in cultivation, or to create new forms from the old.

Maude Hannon, of Hannon Acres, Portland, where exceptional Candelabras are grown, notes a point where the seed user should show caution, a warning which, when observed, will eliminate the possibility of poor strains. Her caution can be applied to species in sections other than Candelabra. "This decision is one of the first to appear in the spring," she writes of *P. japonica*. "Its color is very recessive and if the lighter *japonica*, such as Postford White, are planted in the vicinity, many of the seeds are likely to produce plants with streaked or unsightly flowers.

Mild criticism has been directed at the Dictionary because species were included in the cataloguing which have never been widely grown, some only in botanic gardens, and the seeds of which are almost impossible to secure. The original plan was to include all species which had been grown and flowered in gardens and glass houses. This criticism is undoubtedly justified in the case of *P. Knuthiana*, *P. lactinata*, and a few others. However, it is noted that each year the lists of seedsmen specializing in Primulas grow a little longer, reaching a little farther toward completeness. The seeds of plants practically unknown a decade ago are now available, but often from more or less obscure sources.

Any plant introduced first must be acclimatized to a new environment, induced to set seed under adverse conditions, and then a supply of seed must be accumulated before distribution becomes a reality. Often plants flower but do not set seed or but a scanty supply. It is possible that, where species in cultivation are expected to pollinate or set seed in a natural manner and do not, the trouble lies in the fact that there is no properly constituted creature to do the pollinating. Plants from the alpine areas of the Rocky Mountains when brought to considerably lower levels often flower but do not set seed as many are not always inclined to "self" pollinate. There are no honey bees in the alpine zone and the task of pollinating is carried on by other insects. This phenomenon would bear further observation.

There are errors in the Dictionary, but there were some beautiful errors in Sam Johnson's first lexicon. The errors in the Dictionary of the Primulas might be accepted as of minor nature but a few are admittedly a little ridiculous. There are, it is granted, no Alps in Normandy on the west coast of France. The charming member of the Auricula Section, *P. glaucescens* still is found in the Lombardy Alps, and definitively not in any mountains of Normandy. While on the subject of *P. glaucescens*, it might be well to mention that its subspecies *calcina* is spelled with a final "a" and not an "o". It, too, is found in Lombardy. Similarly the Cottian Alps still lie between France and Italy and over them the Auricula *P. marginata* still grows and exposes bright and gay flowers to those that are so fortunate as to see them.

In the Journal of the Scottish Rock Garden Club, Roland E. Cooper writes, "There is no doubt that the species of the Petiolares primulas offer in their expressions the most exciting material for the broadest range of interests, . . . . . To my mind the clue seems to lie in Primula *bracteata* for as it grows in thick layers of moss in the wet zone of eight to ten thousand feet in elevation it tends to produce, as flower production ceases, stalked leaves at the top of the scape from among the bracts of the flowers. (P. lacerata of sub-section Chartacea does the same). The ability to do so implies the existence of potential vegetative regeneration which of course allows the possibility of growth change and adaption to varying conditions of the plant's habitat."

David G. F. Barton, of Gay Border Gardens, Royal Oak, B.C., disagreed with the following statement in the Dictionary, page 53: "we can find the Oxlip in marshy soil along creeks and meadows permeated by spring water provided the soil is not sour." He has actually seen the Bardfield Oxlip growing in a wood near the village of Bardfield, Essex. He stated in his protest, "however, as my mother was brought up in Bardfield I wrote to her for confirmation. She has never found Primula elatior (Bardfield) growing in marshy soil." Mr. Barton did not disagree 'and drop the matter, but is endeavoring to discover more of the characteristics of the plants passing under the names 'Normandy' and 'Bardfield' as applied to *P. elatior* and is growing these plants with the hope of discovering what differences, if any, exist. The genesis of these two plants is deeply involved with the Flemish weavers who came into the area where the Bardfield is found, bringing with them continental plants. The plants, too, have a tendency to hybridize to a point where true species may become extinct. I disagree with Mr. Barton in his hypothesis that the Bardfield is identical with *P. elatior* subsp. *leucophylla*.

On page 43 of Vol. 23, No. 1, Quarterly Bulletin of the Alpine Garden Society, "Euanthes," makes the statement that: "These two species (P. *Ellisiae* and P. *Rusbyi*) had been in cultivation a good many years before Prof. Bayley Balfour and Prof. Cockerell viewed them both in flower and were satisfied that they were distinct." Smith and Fletcher in their monograph on this species continue: "In P. *Rusbyi* the calyx is much smaller and the corolla-tube long-exserted—as one would expect with a small calyx! The larger calyx of P. *Ellisiae* often equals the corolla-tube. These differences are somewhat beyond the ordinary fluctuations in the relative lengths of calyx and corolla-tube." P. *Ellisiae* is looked upon as being of easier culture than others of the Section Parryii.

There may exist some confusion concerning P. *incana* and P. *intercedens* in the Dictionary. The photograph captioned P. *intercedens* is of a plant made on Clear Creek in Colorado, about 15 years ago. As far as I know after more than 130 years of intense botanizing over the mountains of Colorado, no specimens of P. *intercedens* have been found. P. *incana* is not uncommon, at 9,000-10,000 feet in the Colorado Rockies, where it grows to a height of 12 to 16 inches. When flowering in an environment pleasant to it, it is an upright, cheerful creation. The three species, P. *incana*, P. *intercedens* and the Idaho plant should be grown in a garden for direct comparison. I believe the statements made concerning these plants were too positive. It would appear that the Idaho plant requires more thorough investigation.

---

**The Alpine Garden Society**

Members of the American Primrose Society would find much of interest in the Quarterly Bulletin of the Alpine Garden Society.

The genus PRIMULA is of outstanding importance to all rock gardeners and new introductions (of which there have been several in the last few years) are fully described, usually with photographs.

In earlier volumes there have been numerous articles on European and Asiatic Primulas and the separate numbers are mostly available.

The subscription is One pound per annum, payable on the 1st of January but in cases of late payment the remittance may be sent at any time; the usual remittance being $2.80 to Dr. C. R. Worth, Groton, N.Y., one of the American Hon. Secretaries of the Society, who is empowered to issue receipts on the Society's behalf.

Apart from shows and meetings in which Overseas Members are unable to take a part, the Society has recently inaugurated a Seed Exchange in which Overseas Members have certain priority, whilst such Members can utilize the services of the "panel of experts" and are welcomed on the Society's Continental tours.

Subscriptions should be sent to the Secretary, C. B. Saunders, Husseys, Green Street Green, Farnborough, Kent, or to Dr. Worth as above.
This is the story of Mr. Frank H. Michaud, a man who has spent his life-time in growing hardy alpines, perennials, and dwarf shrubs for the rock garden and alpine scree. He started as an apprentice in nurseries in France. Later he spent some time in British gardens until military duties called him back to France, but he never lost the dream of having his own collection of alpines and miniature evergreens. This dream came true after his marriage and the founding of his own nursery near Paris, on the Marne river. But the river proved unpredictable and finally floods washed out plants, sash, and glass in a ruinous deluge.

When everything was washed away Mr. and Mrs. Michaud decided that it would be better to start again in a new land more hospitable to the growing of alpine treasures. By a miracle of intuition, Mr. Michaud found a spot which now lies beside the transcontinental highway of Canada and near the main western highway running North and South on the Pacific Coast.

A good money crop was found in sweet pea seed, as the large seed growing firms of California had not as yet attained a monopoly. In a few years the pioneer was able to send for his family and build a substantial home on his own plot of ground which included a deep ravine and several acres of fine virgin soil. Tall timber almost blocked out the view of the mountains in those days.

Sweet pea culture gave way to a splendid collection of Alpines, Perennials and dwarf shrubs for rock and alpine gardens, garnered from famous commercial and botanical gardens of several continents. The rocky coastline with the high mountain range behind suggested rock gardens to the people of Vancouver and surrounding territory. Such gardens could be small, intimate and interesting and fortunately were possible since Mr. Michaud could meet the demands for dwarf plants.

Mrs. Michaud lived to see the establishment of a successful enterprise, called Michaud & Company, Alpenglow Gardens, which is now managed by three Michauds, the father, Frank, the son, Roger, and daughter, Christiane.

Christiane Michaud runs the home and is responsible for the finer "green thumbing" of seedlings and cuttings. She is especially interested in the Encrusted and Kabshia Saxifragas and the Haberleas. The family shares her regard for Border Carnations: about thirty varieties of flaked, striped, and plain colors have been imported from England. Christiane is especially fond of Dianthus, which come in so many interesting forms, some fully double, some laced with white, maroon, crimson, and pink, all with lovely grey foliage which consoles the owner until the plant is in bloom.

Roger, the son, has taken over the wholesale production of the heathers, azaleas and border perennials. His special hobby is the growing of dwarf and miniature evergreen shrubs, which are all on their own roots and are very slow growers which do not need pruning to stay dwarf. Some varieties grow only one fourth of an inch a year, and plants three to four inches high are sometimes six or seven years old. His favorites: Abies Balsamea nana, Chamaecyparis Obtusa, Coralifiram, Cupressus obtusa nana gracilis, Juniperus communis compressa and 'juniperus Shimpaku,' he considers as 'gems.'

The family has garnered from the Alps many of the species and natural hybrids of the Auricula Section, as well as other primula. To quote Mr. Michaud, "I became actively interested in Show Auriculas in 1937 when I found an article written by Dan Barnford. I wrote to him to get information, we had quite a correspondence, and he sent me twelve Auriculas as a gift, through Cyril Haysom. That was the beginning of a happy and true friendship, this was about seven years ago. Since then Dan and Cyril have done all in their power to supply me with all the best varieties available, and for this they have my lasting gratitude. All did not go very well at the beginning, when we tried several recommended composts with many failures until, we found the one we are using now, with excellent results. With all the disappointments and expense of those shipments which contained plants which were "dead on arrival" and others which needed hospital treatment, Roger was not very enthusiastic about Auriculas which are very expensive to import. Now he is as keen as I am and thinks that they are interesting, beautiful, and fascinating. The first thing he does every morning is to go to the Auricula house to see if he can find something new in the seedlings coming in flower."

Those who have had the good fortune to visit the Michauds in April and May, especially this year, have been able to see some of the finest Auriculas grown on this continent, certainly there are none better cared for. Plants are tended as carefully and as regularly as babies on hospital schedules. Roger cannot stay out of the Auricula house when Auricula fanciers are trying to buy plants. A warmth settles down induced by a common and wonderful interest. Mr. Michaud carefully weighs the question of how many plants he should sell to each individual, so as to be fair, and to share them with as many as possible. A certain order is quite often in order as the plants must go. All questions as to growing are answered as fully as necessary. The Michauds are much more interested in the plants themselves and the people who are getting them than in the money. Like all dedicated nurserymen, money is only a means of getting more and more rare plants and holding the stock at a high point. This attitude is due perhaps, to the fact that hobby and business are one.

Mr. Michaud has been hybridizing the named English Show Auriculas and many of the resultant seedlings "point up" as well as the parents. He has a Yellow Self which scores as well as any plant in this country. The texture is excellent, the color clean and vibrant, seven petals on the corolla which open flat and perfectly round. The paste is perfect in texture and proportion, and the anthers fill the tube. There are other fine Yellow Selfs which rate only a few points below this prime beauty; and hand pollinated seed is forthcoming which should give excellent plants. The benches are full of fine Green, Grey and White Edged Auriculas which are kept for stock plants for seeds. There are many growers who are waiting for these Canadian plants to come on the market and every offset of some of the rare named English varieties is spoken for in advance. However, any truly enthusiastic grower will not go from the Alpenglow Gardens empty handed, as it is Mr. Michaud's purpose to spread the cult of the Show Auricula throughout the continent.

Things have changed around the Alpenglow Gardens. Across the street, where the virgin timber formerly cut off the view, is a community of homes and service stores. Within the nursery the deep ravine with its lively creek shuts out the modern world. The coldframes are filled with treasures of hardy plants such as many primula species from the famous houses of England and Europe whose names are only whispered in reverence since importing has become so difficult. The greenhouses hold powdered Auricula treasures and many new Cyripedium from Japan as well as starts of all the hardy treasures which are lined out in rows as soon as they are ready. All is tended with order and precision which was instilled in the young Frenchman while he was still an apprentice in France where land is at a premium and the products of the land are...
held in high respect. He is a fortunate man indeed that his children have inherited his interest as well as his facility with plants.

Over the years those who have received plants from Michaud & Company seem to have given him a part of themselves; and he has accrued a richness and mellowness of character, completely free of envy, malice, or even judgment. Because the plants which he has loved and grown are now loved and grown by others, a bond has grown which ribbons across the continent.

**Report from Vancouver, British Columbia**

R. Boys

A delightful and historic occasion took place on Sunday, July 10th, 1955, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Duncan, 521 East Windsor Street, North Vancouver, when the Bamford Trophy was presented to Mr. F. H. Michaud, 13328 Trans-Canada Highway, New Westminster, B.C., by Florence Levy, Editor Emeritus of the A.P.S. Quarterly, who was accompanied by Susan Worthington, the present Editor. Other guests from the States were Wayne Arnold, the A.P.S. President and his wife Mr. and Mrs. John Shuman, who won top honors in Auriculas in Tacoma this year. Mr. La Verne Baldwin, the American Consul, and his wife honored the occasion with their presence.

The Bamford Trophy is in the form of an old copper kettle which has been the much coveted trophy of the Lancashire Auricula Florists for well over a century. This trophy was presented to the American Primrose Society by Mr. Dan Bamford to be presented for the first two years to the one who has done the most to further the culture of the Auricula in America and Canada. Next year and each consecutive year the trophy will be presented for the most perfect Show Auricula seedsling in the U.S. and Canada.

Mr. James Watson who entertained the visitors from Oregon commented, "The fact that this award comes from England to the United States, then in its second year is awarded to Mr. Michaud in Canada, who was born on the banks of the Seine in France, makes a very fine gesture of international friendship, and I am sure thoughts like this do more for our friendly relations than any acts of our statesmen."

After the presentation, refreshments were served by the ladies of the newly formed Canadian Primula and Alpine Society.

**The Presentation of the Bamford Trophy**

A Speech by Florence Levy

There should be two honors, not one, bestowed upon Frank Michaud. But perhaps one is inherent and concealed within the other, for is it possible that a man can love plants as unselfishly as Mr. Michaud and not love his fellow men as well? Mr. Michaud has reached that estate toward which we all strive. He is a success as a human being. Has his love for plants and all nature served as the key to loving and understanding his fellows? Or has his faith in God and men made him one with nature?

It is fitting that Mr. Michaud should be specifically honored for his work with Auriculas. As you know he was born in France where the Auricula is known as the French Cowslip. Not so long ago these flowers bobbed on the bonnets of the little grissettes hurrying to their work in the millinery and sewing shops; they ornamented aristocratic heads at evening functions; were the pride of the priest who grew them in monastic gardens, guarding them from view until the grand display in elaborately prepared Auricula Theatres; they were cherished plants in cottage gardens. But the Auriculas for which Mr. Michaud is being honored have been brought far beyond anything known then. And there is no doubt in the minds of any of us that he has done more toward furthering the Auricula movement on this continent than any other individual. It is gratifying to have one's work recognized. To have that recognition the result of overwhelming opinion is a crowning satisfaction. Mr. Michaud was elected to receive this honor by the Americans without the assistance of our Canadian friends. Canada elected him without the help of the Americans.

If it were not for Mr. Michaud it is doubtful we would yet know the thrill of seeing the named varieties of Show and Alpine Auriculas of which we have read and longed for so many years. Mr. Michaud is a nurseryman, yes, but a plantsman first and a nurseryman second. Undoubtedly joy and disappointments have attended the acquiring of these plants. He now stands in a position to recover those losses in their sale, but not Mr. Michaud. He keeps a benevolent eye on a safe backlog of plants so that there will be some for all who want them. He distributes them with judgment and fairness.

He is developing seedlings through selection and hand-pollination which promise to supersede some of the finest of tradition. No one will be more proud than Dan Bamford, who gives this trophy, when that happens. Dan Bamford's name has long been synonymous with Show Auriculas. I venerated him long before Auriculas were known here and before I met him in correspondence. Years ago I read of this Englishman's love of Auriculas, which stemmed from his early boyhood when he watched the old hand-loom silk weavers bending over their frames of fragrant Auriculas, losing themselves and all sense of time. In the blooming season the looms could be heard far into the night in a desperate effort to recover the hours.

This traditional kettle which Mr. Bamford is awarding Mr. Michaud today has undoubtedly been received by some of these weavers of the past century—also for outstanding service to the Auricula. I present this trophy to you, Mr. Michaud, for Dan Bamford who writes, "I am very pleased to hear that dear Frank has won the trophy. When he holds out his hand to receive it he must imagine that at last he is shaking hands with his old friend Dan because I have also handled it."

In all honor, Mr. Michaud, this recognition from three countries.

**Broaden Your Knowledge of Plants**

Through Membership in

**THE AMERICAN ROCK GARDEN SOCIETY**

19A PITTFORD WAY - SUMMIT, N. J.
“Native Collectors” of Primulas
Roland E. Cooper, British Regional Editor

In the Indian Himalayas where there is a native population, you may be sure that the European officials of the great East India (Trading) Company—Doctor Buchanan, who found Primula denticulata in Nepal in 1802; Doctor Wallich, who found P. involucrata in the province of Gerwal in Northwest India in 1825; Doctor Royle, who found P. rosea in the same region in 1831; and Doctor Hooker who got us P. capitata and P. sikkimensis from Sikkim in the east Himalaya in 1848-9, were ably assisted in their endeavours by native collectors.

Many of these Indian natives were men whose training in natural history was gained from their own tradition or was eagerly absorbed from their masters. They accompanied them on their explorations, loyally and lovingly caring for them, and indefatigably serving them to the utmost amid all the terrors of unknown territory.

The officers of a later generation dealing with natives of the same regions came to rely upon their devotion to duty so implicitly that they sent them out alone to look for fresh plants and material. You may read of their style in other services in the work of that great Anglo-Indian writer, Rudyard Kipling.

The directors of the two main botanical stations—the Botanic Garden at Calcutta in Bengal, and the station 800 miles away between Simla and Delhi at Saharanpur in Northwest India—sent their men out collecting. These were called 'King's Collectors', who worked under the aegis of Doctor George King of Calcutta. We would seem to be most indebted to one named DUNGBOO, who journeyed north for five hundred miles and climbed the Himalayas to their crest at nearly 15,000 feet to find plants on the other side. No one speaks of his tribulations and strains of the trips he made, yet he got for his master's records P. bellidifolia and P. Wattii from Sikkim, and P. geraniformis in the Chumbi Valley in Tibet between the years 1875-82.

From the N.W. station at Saharanpur, it was for that splendid botanist DUTHIE that the collectors went out to return with, among other species, P. Reidii. One of them named Inayat Khan did indeed have a Primula named after him; about the weirdest kind of bird's eye that exists, P. Inayati. His wanderings before he found it must have been nearly a thousand miles from his base to that notoriously inhospitable—especially at that time—in every sense land of Afghani- stan. He was, I suspect, a Pathan, for no man of another race could have survived, he got away with it several times through the years 1896-1900; so that P. betonica Duthie honours that fierce region alone.

Among the native collectors associated with the Calcutta Botanic Garden and her kindred Garden on the slopes of the Bengal Himalayas, the Lloyd Botanic
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Garden, were certain natives of Sikkim called Lepchas. Since their tradition of work in the wild is akin to that of Dungboo and Inayat Khan, and since I had the good fortune to have them for collectors during the years I spent in the Himalayas, it gives me pleasure to tell of the more human incidents of our association.

My chief collector was Rhoomoo Lepcha. We met when I visited Mr. G. H. Cave, the Curator of the Lloyd Botanic Garden (see A.P.S. Dictionary, January '54 Quarterly, p. 12), to arrange for my first trip into Sikkim. Rhoomoo had been coupled with one named Ribu who went with Cave and W. W. Smith, of the Calcutta Herbarium, into Sikkim for a few weeks in the summers of 1909-10.

Rhoomoo recruited a small band of villagers and off we set, wandering along the track and getting higher and higher as the days went by, but always through elevations bearing lush forest with well nigh impenetrable undergrowth. At 9,000 feet above the sea, a critical height for those who have not ascended such places, I became possessed of a frightful headache and my limbs seemed too heavy to move. I just wanted to sink to the mossy floor of the spruce forest we were traveling and go to sleep. Rhoomoo cajoled me to go on, for there was a small rest hut 'just along the way.' In the end he lifted me to my feet and with another collector literally dragged me the few remaining miles to it. Here I just lay on the bed for forty-eight hours and then awoke—fresh as a daisy. The headache had gone, and with it the other symptoms, which Rhoomoo assured me were only due to the height and which would never return for the rest of the trip, no matter how high I went—and it was so.

The regions of the moors, where so many of the Primula of Sikkim grow, range from above wood or tree level at 12 to 13,000 feet, up to the snow line, which, as far as plants are concerned, is about 16,000 feet. During the growing season this area is swathed with dripping wet clouds and mist. Everything is sodden day and night. It is impossible to be dry at any time or to see anything which is not wet. The mist penetrates bed clothes and all packed clothing and equipment not enclosed in air tight tins. This goes on for weeks and is a tribulation and one's sense of humor. One sleeps between blankets and foregoes linen sheets, which would encourage lumbago and chills. One's boots, although dried by a reeking fire, become wet and cold encumbrances which gradually affect one to the thighs. It soon kills. The collectors wore "putties" down to the ankles and walked barefoot.

To Rhoomoo's amazement, I said I would do the same. Now, to walk over wet moorland in boots is one thing: to walk barefoot quite another. One stubs one's toes on protruding stones immersed in the low herbage, the hard grasses tickle one's soles, and the feet never seem to come in the right places. I watched the men and then proceeded to learn how to walk! I had learned the trick of it in the gymnasium, had I but realized it. It was to walk putting the ball of the foot down first and placing it carefully so as to go over such country with the minimum of discomfort. I've never forgotten!

With bare feet, one could just walk through the little pools and streamlets, icy cold though they be, stamp one's feet on the other side and walk on dry-footed and warmfooted, and there is a great deal of difference between the two. Boots were abandoned until we hit civilization again and then—how cramming they were to one's walk!

The following year we found ourselves in unknown territory in Bhutan, where was spoken a jargon among the polygloss tongues of India. According to the local gossip this territory was said to be inhabited by people with heads of horses who, moreover, were cannibals to boot. Terrors! Yet Rhoomoo volunteered and brought another gang of helpers. It turned out that he had a knowledge of Tibetan and this served to conceive the gist of what was said. He became translator. As such, he shared in the hospitality invariably offered to me by the local governors of the districts of the country. I was totally inclined and used a small aluminum cover of my condiment set for the drink offered—a fiery distillation of rice. This was sipped at and set down, and my abstinence explained and accepted. The thirsty work of the translator earned him his drink which had to be taken in front of the "great ones." On the first occasion, since his refusal to participate was sternly dismissed by the governor and he was told to produce his cup, he produced from the folds of his gown where everyone carries his little shallow maplewood cup, an enamelled half-pint mug! He occasionally sipped at the liquor until questioned "if he could not drink like the man he was said to be, although in truth he looked more like a woman." He flushed a little at the teasing and quaffed good measure. Now it is the custom for the cup-bearer who serves the wine upon such occasions to keep the visitor's cup full.

The time came when Rhoomoo could do nothing but just smile, a very nice dignified smile it was, but unaccompanied by words, and thus of little use for conversation. The governor seeing this, asked him for my pardon in bringing this about, and saw to the drink. It had been a most stimulating conversation that we had; he told me as we parted, but I learned nothing of it until Rhoomoo found his tongue again. In order that it should never happen again he acquired from someone (for there were no shops in the country where one could be bought) a proper maplewood cup.

We got permission from the local governor to try to penetrate a stream valley said to be impassible, in the summer, because of the turbulency of the stream, and in the winter, because the people in its upper reaches withdrew their bridge-planks to their side to stop would-be intruders.

We tried and tried to get there, but without avail. We came across a sulphur spring which had been trapped by the locals into a series of bathing pools. It smelled as only a boiling sulphur stream can but we had not had a decent bath for weeks and had we but known it, were rivals to the spring itself.

In we went all together and just revelled in it, but half an hour of the hot Turkish bath was about enough. With visions of Russian baths where after the hot, one bathes in cold, I suggested that someone find if the nearby cold stream had a pond in it. A pool was found about twenty feet across in which I plunged and swam about. The others just watched me and joined in a cigarette when I emerged and sat on a pool-side boulder. Not so Rhoomoo. To my absolute amazement, he slithered down the rock face and struck out, in a somewhat ungrainy parody of the breast-stroke I had used, for the other side. That reached, he came to turn around and suddenly became a fighting mass of limbs going steadily to the bottom. I plunged
in and got him out, draping him over a rock to empty him of the water he must have swallowed. After he had gurgled and coughed, he sat up and grinned, albeit with watering eyes. Inquiries upon what happened to him resulted in the admission that he had never tried to swim before, but since the "sahib" had always said that what the Sahib could do, he could do; and that what he could do, the Sahib could do if he tried. He had watched the Sahib "like a frog in the water" and did the same. He had got quite well but when he went to turn around and come back, there was no bottom to put his feet on and the water went down his throat and upset him. That was all; how had he got out? and where was his cigarette?

What can one do (or not do) with men like that?

In the autumn the mists disappear, the sun shines, a most refreshing wind echoes over the hills, and there is a touch of frost at night. This is nature's winding up time and the busiest for seed harvesting, for with the sun the pods ripen, and with the wind their contents are scattered.

The air on those high moors has the effect of champagne in invigorating and exciting one's self. On one occasion the party of Rhoomoo and I, one particular man who carried "iron rations" and the camera, and a couple of the Bhutanese escort, took up a refrain one of them was singing as he skipped along. Almost at once we were in line, hands linked, and dancing over the downs, singing at the tops of our voices. The happiness of the occasion could only happen a few times in life. We carried on the dance to the end of the spur where we sat down, laughing, to rest.

At one crossing of the ways in Bhutan, there stands by the stream-side an ancient and colossal cypress tree. When passing it once, it was observed to be shedding its seed. The nearest branch to the ground was some fifteen feet up, but it bore a tremendous crop on its further length which hung over the stream. A volunteer was invited to scramble out upon it to gather seed, for there was a subtle danger in the situation. Up went one man, working his way slowly along the branch, lying flat upon it. Then he stopped and no more. He didn't answer our shouts, and we realized that he was the victim of the vertigo that affects some people who look down at running water. I was getting ready to go to his help (I was a gymnast in those days) when Rhoomoo intervened with "I'll go first and you can follow if required." Up the tree and out on the limb he went, climbing right over the dazed man. He tried everything to bring him around and make him move, but to no avail. Soon he called down. "Come quickly, sahib, I fear he falls and I am holding him up, but I feel the water devils working on me." How we got him down safely I do not really know. To make him lose his hold, Rhoomoo banged his fingers with the back of a kukri, drawing blood. I remember him saying as it flowed: "There is our sacrifice, O devil of the waters. Let our man go, for the conqueror of the fear you put in us comes to take us away." The inevitable cigarette soon brought the man back to his usual self and then Rhoomoo assured him that he would never be so omitted again, for we had held "ceremony" for him; adding, "You'll go up and get some seed after tea, in the excitement of getting you down, we forgot it." After tea the man went up a bit further out than he was before, cut off some twigs with good fruits on, and sat on the branch deliberately swaying up and down, making rude remarks to the devils in the water below, before he came to earth, quite unaffected by the afternoon's goings on.

All the Lepchas I have known have been excellent naturalists. After a day's hunting for plants they would sit around the fire and with Rhoomoo taking flowers to bits, would discuss how one differed from another, or the local form differed from that of their beloved Sikkim. Anything new was subjected by the lot of us, for I joined in, to the most exacting scrutiny. If we agreed it was new, then it was so; for Rhoomoo at least had done quite a lot of exploring on his own. Cave sent him and one or two others out quite often. Cave knew Sikkim like the back of his hand and every flower like the hairs thereon.

When I was in Sikkim exploring the great range on its east boundary, beyond which is the Chumbi valley, Rhoomoo offered to go over the border (which my pass forbade me to do) and see what he could find. I didn't realize for some time (in fact) that, as the phrase goes "He knew something." I broke off exploring to go battle fighting in the 1914 war, after which I went to Burma for seven years, so that it was not until I came to work in Edinburgh in 1930 that I made contact with my collections again. Consequently not till then did I discover that on his trip to the Chumbi Valley Rhoomoo had brought me back a new Primula. It was only in flower and we got no seed of it. This was "the Primula from the Chumbi valley," P. chumbianus, given its botanical birthright in 1912. It was nice to read that Rhoomoo was given the credit for finding the plant.

Bhutan's flora is much like that of Sikkim. It was quite new and different ground that I took Rhoomoo and his friends when we went off to the northwest and traversed for a while the road that Sven Hedin travelled when going into Transhimalaya, where he saw P. sibirica and P. Stirtoniana at the source of the river Tsangpo. He found it quite exciting, for not only was the surface of the land different, but the flowers were on the whole very different too. He found a purple fustian-dressed Tibetan in the Simla market and held great converse with him. He also got a promise of help from him, but this never materialized.

Deodor forest with its quantities of towering trees charmed him, but realised that he was, he said that plant communities in it were something like some parts of the Bhutanese drier forest. All the collectors marvelled to find themselves at 16,000 feet crossing the great Baralacha pass into Ladakh. The land was so flat they had not been conscious of climbing at all! They were disturbed at having to carry their drinking water and fuel for a few marches, the local water being strongly mineral impregnated, and the fuel—well, it simply did not exist.

On the whole, they all thought it a poor land and quite incomparable with their own Sikkim. With this I agreed, and we parted the best of friends—they to go home, and I to "join up." Life has provided no opportunity to meet again and, with my appreciation of their services, friendship and help increased in retrospect, I thank those grand "native collectors" most sincerely for it all.

*Records Bot. Survey and Index—Vol.4, No. 5, p.141-165
**Himalayan Journals—J. D. Hooker

The Scottish Rock Garden Club

THE SCOTTISH ROCK GARDEN CLUB acknowledges with modest pride that the greatest part of the Story of the World's Primroses has been made by Scottish folk. It happens that the American Primrose Society has a unique relation with us through the discovery of the uniqueness of their native primroses in the Parry group. Its members will find much of appeal concerning primrose background and behaviour—vital features for all who grow and study their plants—in the Journal of the Scottish Rock Garden Club. But primroses are only a part. There are illustrated journeys to other lands to see their plants for rock gardens and facilities are offered to get their seed. Naturally, Scotland's countryside is also shown. Because of our great range of suitable cultivation, we can help you quite a little with your problems and shall be delighted to do so. In our Journals are many articles on primroses. Annual subscription is ten shillings or One dollar and fifty cents. Further information obtainable from the Honorary Publicity Manager, Maj.-Gen. D. M. Murray-Lyon, 28a Inverleith Place, Edinburgh, 4, Scotland.
Mr. Robert Luscher, of Thedford, Ontario, has been working as our Editor in Charge of Translations for two years. He has translated Geo. Ahrend’s book “My Life as a Gardener and Plant Breeder,” which was published in Germany by Wuppertal-Ronsdorf in 1951. Those parts which particularly pertain to Primula will be published in the 1956 Quarterly, if all goes according to plan.

Mr. Luscher’s translations have been extremely valuable for the Pictorial Dictionary. He has been the intermediary between Leo Jelitto, our German Editor, and Aymon Correvon, our Swiss Editor. He has also translated a large portion of Leo Jelitto’s book, “The Garden Primulas,” which was published by Eugen Ulmer. The Quarterly Staff plans to publish large excerpts from this valuable work, much of which has already found a place in the Dictionary.

Mr. Luscher is able to translate from French as well as from English, and we hope that he will soon be able to edit a “European Column” so that we can be more aware of the work being done on the Genus Primula in Europe. First we must supply him with gardening periodicals from Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and France.

Mr. Luscher is an accomplished gardener and raises many Primula species and hybrids under conditions which we, on the West Coast, would consider very difficult.

**A Book Review by Walter C. Blasdale**

*Primroses and Polyanthus, by Ray Genders and H. G. Taylor*  
Criterion Books, New York, Copyright, 1954

Although this volume is now published by a New York firm, it was first printed in Great Britain. Both the senior and junior authors devoted many years to growing and studying Primulas and Polyanthus on a commercial scale, and their publications have played an important part in arousing interest in these plants in Great Britain. Their belief that this interest is likely to be a permanent one is assumed in many of the paragraphs. One of the most amazing features of the introductory chapter pleasingly expresses the idea that the development of a wide interest in these plants during the reign of Queen Elizabeth of the House of Windsor may equal or exceed that aroused in the sixteenth century during the reign of another Queen named Elizabeth of the House of Tudor.

The first chapter is a brief but sprightly summary of what is known of the history of the single Primrose and the Polyanthus. Chapters II and III are devoted to the cultivation of these forms and are packed with information summarizing the observations and experiences of the authors. It is worthy of note that some of the suggestions made by Mrs. Levy of the famous “Barthaven Gardens” are mentioned as of (Continued on page 105)
Robert W. Ewell

The funeral of Robert W. Ewell was well attended by members of the American Primrose Society who have every reason to be grateful for his interest in and tireless occupation with the affairs of the Society. He served as President from April 1944 to April 1947 and during those years that the Society published its first Roster of Members and started to reflect the international spirit which was fostered by Mr. Ewell. He was able to make and keep many friends during his long life. This was partly due to his philosophy, "That in the course of human affairs there is no reason when we can afford to relinquish our hold on beauty and the pursuits engendering quiet reflection."

Captain G. L. Hearns

The Board of the American Primrose, Auricula and Primulaceous Society, the Editorial Staff of the Quarterly, and the other members sincerely regret the passing of their English friend Captain G. L. Hearns of Cores Mount, Stevenage, Hert. It was he who offered the "runner up" trophy for the "one who has done the most to further the culture of the Auricula in America and Canada for 1954." He was the President of the National Auricula and Primula Society, Southern Section and prominent as a winner in Auricula Shows. The famous blue-purple Alpine 'Kaleen' was his origination. He was successful both as a Floriculturalist and a business man. Mrs. O. Miller Babbit remarked upon her return from England, "Captain Hearns was one of the most charming host imaginable. He was possessed of the keenest wit and was a wonderful conversationalist in the Johnsonian sense. He has communicated his knowledge and interest in the species such as Primula Alliaria and the Alpine and Show Auriculas to hundreds of his friends and fellow gardeners."

In Memoriam

Robert W. Ewell

The funeral of Robert W. Ewell was well attended by members of the American Primrose Society who have every reason to be grateful for his interest in and tireless occupation with the affairs of the Society. He served as President from April 1944 to April 1947 and during those years that the Society published its first Roster of Members and started to reflect the international spirit which was fostered by Mr. Ewell. He was able to make and keep many friends during his long life. This was partly due to his philosophy, "That in the course of human affairs there is no reason when we can afford to relinquish our hold on beauty and the pursuits engendering quiet reflection."

New and Reinstated Members

Andersen, Mrs. C. A. 1506 Black Mountain Road, Hillsborough, N. M., Calif.
Babyon, Mrs. Walter S. 10020 8th S.W. Military Road, Portland, Ore.
Bagley, Mrs. C. J. 656 Ridgefield, Wash.
Bailey, Miss Sara M. 484 Pine Street, Falls Church, Va.
Berg, Mr. Roger J. 227 Orange Street, Burlington, Wash.
Biggerstaff, Mrs. Thomas 438 Taylor Avenue, Forest Grove, Ore.
Burke, Mrs. S. E. 5854 S. 22nd Avenue, Portland, Ore.
Burks, Mrs. T. 423 7th Avenue, Portland, Ore.
Chamberlain, Mr. R. K. 314 Main Street, Sarnia, Ontario, Canada
Clyde, Mrs. Frederic S. 4810 S.E. Lake Road, Milwaukee 22, Ore.
Costley, Mr. V. C. 1125 E. 62nd Avenue, Vancouver 6, B.C., Canada
Danks, Mr. Frederick M. 31 Balwyn Road, Canterbury, E. 7, Victoria, Australia
Davies, Mr. El 1203 Beverly St., Seattle, Wash.
Drey, Mr. Walter, Inc. 237 Fourth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
Elrod, Mrs. J. O. 7900 S.W. Sherwood Drive, Portland 1, Ore.
Ewens, Mrs. D. H. 3015 Ocean Beach, Longview, Wash.
Fisher, Mrs. G. H. 2050 N.E. 12th Street, Denver, Iowa
Flourman, Mr. Alfred M. 3301 anacostia Road, Baltimore 13, Md.
Frank, Mrs. Elmore 963 Fisher Road, Grosse Point, Mich.
Garvan, Mr. 1125 School Ave., Waiau, Waiau, Australia
Gardner Center of Greater Cleveland, The 1 East Blvd., Euclid Ave., Cleveland 6, Ohio
Gellett, Mr. G. D. 3140 Kenwood Avenue, Toronto 3, Ontario, Canada
Grimm, Wm. 1200 Box 202, Allyn, Wash.
Griffey, Mrs. Nona
Hagamen, Mrs. W. L.
Hanley, Mr. John H.
Harlow, Mrs. C. W.
Harris, Mr. J. W.
Hendricks, Mrs. Mabel
Hillery, Dr. W. O.
Hosket, Mrs. Geo. M. 1210 Interlaken Drive S.W., Tacoma 9, Wash.
Johnson, Mrs. E. 2550 Exmouth St., Sarnia, Ontario, Canada
Johnson, Mrs. C. V.
Jones, Mrs. Mrs. A.
Martin, Mrs. Robert W.
Manning, Mrs. E.
Martin, Mrs. F. R. P. 1201 Inverness Dr., Denver, Colo.
McBride, Dorothy
McDonald, Mr. E. T.
Morton, Mrs. Robert W.
Mueller, Mrs. Frank W.
Newbold, Duolou
Oliva, Mrs. Mildred
Porter, Mr. D. 1541 S.W. Highland Parkway, Portland 1, Ore.
Parsons, Mrs. E. V.
Pettit, Mr. W.
Pettenapple, Mr. C. E.
Post, Mr. A.
Radcliffe, Mr. G.
Scott, Mrs. Allen B.
Selling, Mrs. Lawrence
Shepherd, Mr. M. 1003 South 170th, Seattle 88, Wash.
Sherard, Mrs. Oscar P.
Shaw, Mrs. Elna L.
Sidells, Mrs. Arthur
Simms, Mr. E. 245 Fairway Drive, N.E. Warren, Ohio
Smith, Mrs. Henry B.
Smith, Mr. W. 1230 Right, Twin Falls, Idaho
Smith, Mrs. N. B.
Sprague, Mrs. W.
Sprague, Mrs. W.
Thomson, Mr. R.
Thomson, Miss A.
Thompson, Mrs. B. 11644 S.W. Brynmaur Avenue, Portland 1, Ore.
Tinkham, Mrs. A.
Tudor, Mr. Kenneth H.
Wagner, Mr. M.
Ward, Mrs. E. 4098 Live Oak, Houston 4, Texas
Warne, Mrs. W.
Warren, Mrs. E. 316 4th Avenue, Kirkland, Wash.
Wishan, Mrs. E.
Wilson, Mrs. E.
YOUNG, Mr. Howard S.

EXCHANGES

PROFESSIONAL GARDNER, Edith A. Medlock 194 Old Country Rd., Minneola, N.Y.

SHUMAN, Mr. and Mrs. John 3507 37th St. S.W., Seattle, Wash.

CORRECTION
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Seasonal Notes From Barnhaven

Florence Levy

Brown flowers sound rather unexciting, but in the past few years the browns of the Iris world have apparently been as popular as the pinks, and this year the demand for our brown Polyanthus is second only to that of the new pinks and blues. For a few years, however, the first time, the browns coming true from seed were in sufficient quantity to make their appearance on show tables throughout the Pacific Northwest inevitable. Although they caused considerable comment and attention, the ultimate of what can be achieved has not yet reached, and fortunately never will be in any hybridizing program. But when the first station along the way has been gained it is natural to look back and review the steps taken to that point.

Usually when one thinks of brown, a drab color comes to mind; remembering, as many of us do, the history of the practical clothes of our childhood. These new floral browns, however, are not dull but lively, not monotonous but in varying shades of orange, brown, red and blue, and are like vibrant colors capable of attracting and fastening attention on themselves in the garden and on the show bench in competition with the most seductive pinks. It took about ten years to fix and stabilize brown into the Polyanthus spectrum and to establish a number of shades which come true from seed. As the years and generations progress there will be many more browns as well as other shades. Only an optimist would go on pollinating the results of those early crosses, but surely if it appeared once, it would again. Gradually the unwanted shade would be picked up and lighting the way for a far greater development in less time because of greater understanding and newer methods of plant breeding. We all salute Peter Klein for his determination to produce doubles from seed and for being discriminating in his selection for refined form and clear colors. We all salute Frank Michaud for his work with Show and Alpine Auriculas not only for his pioneering the tradition of the color bronze in America but for his own hybridizing. All of these growers are creating and sharing unselfishly and fearlessly with everyone the results of their creations knowing there is always more at the source. It was thus that primrose development beginnings and it is the thought it is being continued. What other names will appear on the primrose page of horticultural history to be read by gardeners not yet born?

(paid advertisement)
Control the Enemies of your Fine Primroses the Ortho Way

Limb or Corolla
Sepal
Petal
Calyx

Pedicel or Footstalk

Stamen
Anther
Filament

Stigma

Umbel
Inflorescence
or truss

Peduncle or Scape

Carrot

Blade

Primary Root

Root Hair

Rootlet

ORTHO ROSE DUST is especially good to protect the foliage of Show, Alpine and Garden Auriculas throughout the year. Root damage on all plants may be controlled by preparing the soil with ORTHO SOIL DUST, containing Captan, a fungicide and Dieldrin, an insecticide, ½ pound or ½ package to 100 square feet, before planting. It is an added precaution to dust the soil around the plants every three weeks during the growing season. This complete dusting will eliminate the Strawberry Root Weevil (Dieldrin) from the areas treated and prohibit crown rot (Captan).

Slugs can be kept away from plants by the attractive bait in BUGGETA. Just two good sprays (Improved ISOTOX Garden Spray — M. ORTHO-RIX) and our multipurpose dust BOTANO DE LUXE will protect the foliage on your Polyanthus and other Vernales during the whole of the growing season.

See Your ORTHO Dealer
Richmond, Calif. - Elizabeth, New Jersey - Kansas City, Mo. - Dallas, Texas - Orlando, Florida

THE WORLD'S GREATEST BOOKSHOP

Famed For Horticultural Books

Locke's throughout the world turn to this Bookshop as a knowledgeable source of information on all their book requirements. And from generation to generation they praise and recommend Foyle's — and buy their books here. New, secondhand and rare Books on every subject. Stock of over three million volumes. Quick postal service.

119-125 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, ENGLAND

SPRING HILL FARM

POLYANTHUS, ACAULIS, GARDEN AURICULAS, JULIAS, and ASIATICS
Heather - Pernettya - Pansies

We ship anywhere in the U.S.A. Please come and visit us or send for Price List.

"We Grow what We Sell!" Carl and Ruth Bartlett
P.O. Box 42, GIG HARBOR, WASHINGTON

BLUE WHALE ORGANIC COMPOST CONCENTRATE
now available for points outside the Pacific Coast area in 2-lb. packages and mailed postpaid to any address in North America for $1.40.
Contents of package to be thoroughly mixed with ten times its weight of good quality dry Peat Moss.

ACME PEAT PRODUCTS LIMITED
Vancouver, B. C.
Fertosan Compost Accelerator, West Jordan, Utah
O. A. Moore, Colloidal Soil Service, College View Station,
3827 South 52nd Street, Lincoln 6, Nebraska
Clair W. Stille, 137 Basset Avenue, Lexington 27, Kentucky
Solly's Puget Sound Seed Company, 1530 Westlake Avenue North, Seattle 9, Wash.
DUNN SALES LIMITED
310 King Street East, Toronto 2, Ontario
58 Victoria Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

PRIMROSE PARSLEY, HARDY CYCLAMEN
Seed and Plants

Primrose Corner
Plants Shipped W. of Rockies Postpaid

PO Box 440 Q, Clackamas, Oregon
On Southeast 82nd Street

PRIMROSE, PANSY, HELEBORUS, HARDY CYCLAMEN

Identification of Certain Insects and Fungi

Free Free
Booklet "DeBugging Made Easy"
Tells you WHAT TO DO, WHEN, and HOW to control certain insects and fungi; also gives many examples of use. CARCO-X is SAFE to use; not harmful to humans or warm-blooded animals. Just write to Getzum Products, P.O. Box 37, Sumner, Wash.

VETERLE & REINELT
Capitola, California

Originators of
PACIFIC STRAIN
of
POLYANTHUS
PRIMROSES

Safetox Liquid kills Practically all insects
Zehrgun Safetox Liquid contains Malathion, probably the most effective insecticide known which can be used in safety by the home gardener. It will kill aphides, mites, thrips, whitefly, beetles, weevil, caterpillers—practically all insects which attack shrubs, flowers, vegetables, fruits & trees. Keep your garden insect-free with Zehrgun Safetox Liquid. And, for a better, more healthy garden use Zehrgun Garden Chemicals; made, tested and proved for Northwest soils, climate and conditions. At your garden store.
Start Looking for

The Alpenglow Gardens

on the left hand side of the road twelve miles after leaving the Port of Entry of Blaine. We are located just about half way between Vancouver and Blaine. If you can't come this year, send for our free list. Please see our ads in previous Quarterlies for instructions for importation of plants.

Barnhaven's Famous Silver Dollar Polyanthus

are still $1 per packet, 6 packages for $5. Special packets of any of the following made to your order:

- Wood Violet
- Plum
- Royal Purple
- Orchid
- American Beauty
- Fuchsia
- Raspberry
- Salmon
- Coral
- Apricot
- Sky
- Delft
- Cobalt
- Crimson
- Scarlet
- Yellow
- Orange
- Ivory
- White
- Cocoa
- Coffee
- Ginger
- Bronze
- Tangerine
- Kwan Yin
- Cowichan

— 1954-55 BLUE RIBBON WINNERS IN LONDON —

Transplants of the above available for immediate delivery to bloom 1956: 12/$2.25, 50/$7.25, 100/$12.25 post paid, special handling.

Lew and Florence Levy  Barnhaven  Gresham, Oregon
Dear Friends:

You can see that I am simply surrounded by Fan Mail. Frankly, it does my old heart good to know that others can spout as well as I.

Mr. D. G. F. Barton, an experienced Nurserymen of Royal Oak, Victoria, B.C. writes, "Have just returned from a buying trip to Oregon, and I thought you might like to hear that the growers are saying that BLUE WHALE Impregnated Peat Moss is miraculous for producing a magnificent root system on small seedlings, quickly, for maintaining that growth, and for giving the plants such a deep green and healthy foliage. I agree with them that it is indispensable, because last winter I had occasion to sow some Asiatic Primulas that had come by air from England. The only soil I had available was some that was still left in the flats from last year. With the addition of 15% BLUE WHALE to this soil and a thorough mixing, I sowed my seeds. I am now prickling them out by the hundred and NEVER have I seen such root systems."

Elmer C. Baldwin, a well-known grower of perennials and shrubs in Syracuse writes, "BLUE WHALE CONCENTRATE was the basis for an educational exhibit which we gave at the Spring Show of the Onandaga Primrose Society. We demonstrated one group of Auriculas, grown in the open ground, at two years from seed. The second group, at one year from seed, grown in flats transplanted at 6 months into soil fortified with BLUE WHALE CONCENTRATE mixed with a good grade of Peat Moss. Those grown outside for 2 years were 1½ high. Those grown in flats and transplanted to pots with Blue Whale at 6 months were 4" high, nice heavy plants of a good color."

The Levys of Barnhaven use a great deal of BLUE WHALE IMPREGNATED PEAT MOSS and have been kind enough to include a recommendation for me in their new seeding pamphlet which is just coming off the press. Mrs. Levy writes, "The performance of BLUE WHALE over a period of years has made us more enthusiastic than ever. Its unvarying dependability allows for no mistakes. We know, six weeks from transplanting, our seedlings will have a root system compact and heavy enough to ship across the continent and arrive in top condition."

Your own Editor is quite a fan of mine, she once told me that "BLUE WHALE gives plants sturdiness and the most beautiful color outside of Ireland." She writes, "Douglas Duncan, the President of the newly organized Canadian Alpine and Primula Society, grows the sturdiest delphinium I have ever seen, and he tells me that they are grown in BLUE WHALE!"

Isn't it wonderful that there are more complements where these came from? They are all unsolicited and are all on file at the offices of the Acme Peat Company.

Yours for service,

The Blue Whale